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Anita & JR Alkire
President
Happy Holidays to all!
Hanukkah has come, and
Christmas is coming. For
many it’s a time to enjoy
family traditions, spend
time with friends and family,
celebrate a bit and enjoy the
ever-changing weather.
We
will head to California to spend
time with my parents, sister,
brother, their families, and
enjoy
our
daughter
and
grandchildren. I wish you all
the very best of the holiday season and a safe and joyful New Year!

As we take the leap to 2019, I want to finish up the last of the
questions asked at the forum at Wing Ding. I did take the liberty of
combining some of the questions that were similar. I want to thank all
who asked the questions and gave us this opportunity to share.

Presidential Assistants

BIG CHANGE:

Susan & George Huttman

We changed the way a new Member gets assigned to a Chapter. We
made this change in January. Each District Director has been asked to
have the Director or the District MEP make first contact with the
Member. In a conversation with the Member, the DD or DMEC can
identify the interest of the Member. The DD or DMEC can recommend
a Chapter, or more than one, for the Member to check out. They
would then email the CD to let them know to look for this Member and
to reach out to them. If the new Member has limited time and is
looking just for folks to ride with, they now can be designated to the
District Ride Group. There is also an option for a Member to stay
designated to the District if possibly distance keeps them from a
Chapter. It will then be the District’s responsibility to keep in contact
with that Member. This will keep us from having Members unassigned
(UA) and will help our Districts to better see where a new Chapter
could be formed. It’s a great new change at Home Office!
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Where does a Prospective Member come from?
A Prospective Member comes from those that reach out to us by calling, going on the website,
or even at shows where they can take a look at GWRRA and see if it’s a fit for them. We send
them one magazine and our brochures, but then it’s up to that person to person contact to get
that person involved. That’s why it’s so important to have the District and Chapter reach out.
We will also have GB-Gold Book 4-month memberships and D-Dealer Program memberships
showing up now. These folks have been given that 4-month free Membership either by a
Member copying the page in the Gold Book to give that Membership or from the Dealer giving
the Membership to the buyer of a motorcycle. We process them just as a new Member.
When we send their package, we also send an invoice for them to pay for the years’ worth of
Membership. Again, the personal introduction from the field is what will bond them to the
Association and make them want to stay. I appreciate all who make those calls and welcome
these new Members to GWRRA!
Why doesn’t the Individual of the Year Program go National?
I appreciate this question as I have wanted this to happen for a long time. Then the reality of
this program set in and I watch it happen. In Region F when we were Directors, I was
challenged to get all seven Districts to play by the same rules when it came to Individual of
the Year. We’ve been very involved with the Individual of the Year program here. I made it a
goal that we would get all seven Districts on the same page, and we did. We all ran the
Program the same. The qualifier for the Individual is at the Chapter level. At that level, the
Member does not qualify for the Couple of the Year Program. From Chapter to District can
take about a year. We found that in that year, life happens. We’ve seen the spouse suddenly
become active. We’ve seen engagements and even
marriages in that year…life happens. So now that
“individual” is in the selection process at the District
and they mention theirsignificant other being
involved and in the mind of the Members in the
audience, they are no longer qualified. Oh no, they
were just selected, how could that happen, they
aren’t qualified.
Yes, we heard a lot of this.
Acceptance of life happens, and the qualification
started at the Chapter and they were qualified there did not cut it with the Membership. Now
imagine another year and life can really happen. The perception from the Member’s side
doesn’t warrant the reception of an IOY when they don’t feel they are qualified. It takes away
from the Program. Both the COY and IOY Programs are most important at the Chapter level
to say thank you for all they have done. It is truly an appreciation program. We added the
selection process/competition and the program changed. Let’s remember why we have this
Program and get back to the appreciation aspect. Because of all of this, I changed my mind
about taking it to our International Level.
Can a single Member be a Chapter Director?
Absolutely! They can hold any Office, or any staff position they are willing to hold.
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Can a Chapter Director “couple” be made up of the spouses of two different
couples?
Yes. We know the respective spouses will probably support the efforts of their spouse, and
that is fantastic. It does take a special situation for this to take place as seamlessly as it has
to. I have seen it done extremely successfully in California. It will be an in-depth discussion
with the District Director prior to appointment to work out details.
Why is the ARL held so close and not shared?
We guard our Members information very closely. Those that can have the Membership
information, ARL, are Officers as they have signed a MOU (Memorandum of Understanding)
with GWRRA. The other person who the ARL may be shared with is a staff person who has
signed the Confidentiality Agreement. In both documents the signer agrees to not share the
information and to guard it. We cannot have our information falling into the hands of vendors
or others, who would frankly love to have it!
Dealer Program – It can be taken to any motorcycle dealer
willing to do the Program. But do remember, we are a Gold
Wing based organization and probably taking it to a Harley
dealer won’t work. Can Am or other bikes, with like-minded
rider attitudes will work.
Changing the structure of Districts from Chapter to Territories to bring Members
together? I believe multi-Chapter events does that. Really good leaders in my mind, reach
out to another leader and keep their sight on the big picture of serving all Members of GWRRA
regardless of where their zip code might have put them. Since we no longer auto assign
Members by zip code, this should help. But reach out across District lines or Chapter lines and
have some fun!
Bringing in other Motorcycle Riders – facing a drinking issue – Millennials –
We will attract others in GWRRA who share our same values. To think that we will attract
motorcycle riders who like to ride from bar to bar isn’t realistic as even if they gave us a look,
they wouldn’t stay. We will not change our values, that is why there are options of other
motorcycle clubs.
Millennials – I believe we attract them by giving them the option of a District Riding Group.
This is a group they can ride with when they can and doesn’t have as much of the social
aspect as a Chapter does. Often newer Members are put off because their schedule doesn’t
allow them to be active with a Chapter. Until the District Ride Group was introduced, we didn’t
really have a place that those Members could benefit from all that GWRRA has to offer. Now
they can get their feet wet and when their life changes and allows them more time to spend
with GWRRA they can filter into Chapter life.
I have 156 Members on my ARL. How do I keep up the contacts when they are not
interested?
With the change in our internal database, we can now take a Member who has expressed that
they don’t have an interest in becoming part of a Chapter, and assign them to the District.
Contact your District MEC with the names of people so they can contact them and confirm and
find the best place for them, and then we can get them reassigned. This will let you focus on
those who want to be involved.
Continued on page 4
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Is there an “orientation” for a Chapter Director? What is the status of OCP? As a
new CD, what should our top 3-4 priorities be?
Great leadership questions, thanks! We will soon have up on the University website a “How
to” for different Officers, including the Chapter Director. The new Handbook also has some
good guidance for the new Director. Remember your Appointing Officer is your mentor, always
reach out to them for suggestions, guidance, and help.
OCP, Officer Certification Program, was taken down last year. The information in it was no
longer up to date. With the new Handbook out now, a lot of what was taught there can be
found in the Handbook. We will come up with courses that are suggestions for our leaders, a
leadership path, if they wish to follow it and that will take the place of OCP.

What are some of the best top priorities when you’re a new Chapter Director? First is to
become comfortable with your Chapter, get to know them and them you. You are their friend
first and you’ll want to guide the Chapter in such a way that they will follow. Then assess the
items that you would like to see changed or added. These are items you can discuss with your
Chapter Team, Core Team. Then look at the focus that you like to see your Chapter
accomplish and then develop the plan. A good priority would be to focus on including and
contacting Members on your ARL to increase the participation. Include riding activities in your
plan. Embrace all Officer positions, get different Members appointed to your Team and then
fill your staff. If someone has a good idea, let them run with it and then hold them
accountable.
Then find your Assistant. Find an Assistant for all positions. These are the future leaders of
your Chapter, but for now they are your helper, your alter ego. They should be able to act for
you in your place. So when asked, “what should an Assistant do,” - anything you would do.
You are a Team, you should work closely with them.
Would I consider reinstating the Chapter Educator?
Not at this time, but we are looking at a different criterion and working with the Director of
Rider Education, Susan Huttman. We will continue to work toward on what we are going to
do with this position.

What do you want this organization to look like in five years?
I wish I had a crystal ball to answer this question. So much can play into what could shape
this vision, but I’ll share my goals.
I do believe we are in motion now toward our future. I believe we will have a good
combination of Chapters and Riding Groups. Both will need to co-exist symbiotically together.
We will need to have Chapters and Districts working together to bring Members together. I
believe we will continue to educate our Members and the public in awareness and skills of the
Continued on page 5
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motorcycle rider and co-rider. Our Rider Education Levels Program will continue to be robust
and we will have fun on our bikes. Our motto, “Friends for Fun, Safety and Knowledge” will
continue to lead our way.
Here comes 2019…Happy New Year Everyone and
thanks for your service to the Members of GWRRA you are appreciated! 2019 will be terrific, so set your
goals, get your Team together, and let’s all have fun
together.
Anita & JR Alkire
623-445-2380
President@gwrra.org

Michael Olson
Assistant Director of Motorist Awareness
Did you know…
that recently, while I was in England for the second time this year, I had
the opportunity to visit again with Peter Rakestrow, a GW member, and Stephen Hennigan,
current Chapter Director of EN-A about what motorist awareness information and activities
there are in England. There is a very strong and active emphasis of motorist awareness in the
U.K.
ROSPA (Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents) is a British charity that aims to save
lives and prevent life-changing injuries which occur as a result of accidents.
https://www.rospa.com ). Another organization called I.A.M. or I.A.M. Road Smart (Institute of
Advanced Motorists https://www.iamroadsmart.com) is a charity based in the U.K. and serves
nine countries whose objective is to improve car driving and motorcycle riding standards so as
to enhance road safety. The U.K. also has a long-running Think Bike campaign which is about
raising the awareness of bikers since around 1978. This is part of the overall Think campaign
that came about out of older public safety films which were used in the 50’s through the 70’s.
There are estimated to be about three million motorcyclists in the U.K. which is significant in
the aspect that England has a much smaller geographical area when compared to the U.S.
There are also regular advertisements on their television programing about the need to watch
for motorcycles. Wherever you drive, be sure to watch for motorcycles.
Michael Olson
Assistant Director
Motorist Awareness Program
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Jere & Sherry Goodman
Presidential Assistants
Communication Tools for the Toolbox!
A tool box for an auto mechanic would be different from a tool box
for an appliance repair technician. Team GWRRA has been working on different sets of tools to
help you as an Officer.
Once we have our tools ready for you, they will be available on the GWRRA website.
The one area where I have been involved is filling the “Communication Tool Box.” It is easy to
come up with communication tools as we use them every day. Typically, the first few tools
that will come to your mind might be e-mail, phone, Facebook, etc. I am confident that we
could list all of the different tools. That said, the tool box will go further.
As an Officer, when you decide to communicate, have you given consideration to the
advantages and disadvantages of a particular tool? Perhaps more than one tool is required to
deliver your message. How your message is perceived can vary with the choice of the tool.
E-mail perception can be quite different than face to face.
My intent here is not to steal the thunder of our tool box release by providing more detailed
information. I wanted you to know that the tool box will be coming your way. These tools are
there to help you and make your efforts as an Officer easier.

The Communication Tool Box is a vital resource that can help you make the right choice as to
which tool or tools you choose!
Ride safe; be well. And, as always, remember that fun shall be the last word—so HAVE FUN!
Jere & Sherry Goodman
540-623-0447
jeregood@aol.com
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Tom & Renee Wasluck
Presidential Assistants
November is the month of the Thanksgiving holiday. Hope everyone
had a great holiday celebrating with family and friends. As we started
to write this newsletter, we were both reflecting on everything we
have to be thankful for this year. Our children, grandchildren, and
great grandchildren are all doing fine. We are healthy, my job is going well (I am another
year closer to retirement), and we put a lot of safe miles on our trike. These are just a few
things we are thankful for. We are also thankful for the many friendships we have made
through this Association we belong to. All of the laughter we have shared and yes, sometimes
the sadness - but we have been there for each other. What are you thankful for?
We are now getting ready to move into the Christmas Holiday Season. This is the time of the
year when most Chapters take a break from normal gatherings (except maybe a holiday
party), so members can spend time with their families. This is our favorite time of the year.
Hope that each and every one of you get to enjoy it as much as we do.
It’s also that time of the year when the Northern Districts are all thinking about hibernating for
the winter and some of the Southern Districts will get to do some great riding without the
sweltering temperatures. No matter your weather, keep your membership engaged with
activities.
Keep in mind that there are no divisions between Districts or Chapters. Cross over and join
your neighboring District or Chapter to have some FUN. This will help spread the FUN for more
members. If you think you have a small membership in your Chapter, this would be another
great reason to cross over those invisible dividing lines and join in with another Chapter to put
on an event for everyone to enjoy. Now you have more members working together on a
common goal. Having more FUN!
The end of the year brings about changes in leadership at many levels in the organization.
Please remember that the “new” officers are just that - “new.” As members, we need to give
them the chance to develop their ideas as new officers. Be careful not to make judgments on
the new officers too soon. Along with that, the “new” officers need to keep in mind what
changes and how many changes they would like to implement. To the membership “change” is
a hard thing to swallow, so the new officers need to take things slowly.

Tom & Renee Wasluck
570-474-1014
Tom.renee11@gmail.com
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Susan & George Huttman
Director of Rider Education
During Rider Education Program year-end review we discovered
certain areas we need to address to foster increased program
compatibility across the Districts in the Association. In order to help
move Rider Education in a positive direction at the District level, the
RE Team will be focused on:
•Communication with District Directors
To promote awareness
•MEDIC FIRST AID® coordination and documentation practices
To better administer the program at the District level
•Trainer and instructor certification and record maintenance
To enhance and support District educational staff activity
•RE Database
To increase data entry method uniformity
To improve Member record accuracy
To decrease Rider Course Instructor and MFA Instructor expirations
•Rider Education Partner at the chapter level (pending approval for 2019)
To assist Chapter Members to better align their individual goals with the Rider
Education Program

Regular scheduled Zoom calls and ad hoc communication among the District Educators and RE
Program Assistants will continue and interaction with District Ride Coordinators will increase to
better prepare for the 2019 riding season.
If not for a group of outstanding Members serving as GWRRA Rider
Education Program Assistants, the Rider Education Program would not have
made the progress we have experienced this year. I would like to take the
opportunity to introduce each one of them to you beginning this month with
the introduction of Sue Allhands from Watseka, IL.
For over two decades, along with her late husband Jerry, she has
continually served GWRRA Members with distinction. A Life Grand Master, Sue continues to
serve as an MFA Instructor and University Instructor. During a ceremony at WING DING 40
Sue became a recipient of the Red Hat for her outstanding contributions to the Rider Education
Program during her GWRRA career.
Currently, Sue is the Rider Education Assistant responsible for specific RE Program reports,
certifications, and renewals along with data entry and the management of the WING DING
Rider Education booth. Her passion for rider education and her vast experience makes Sue an
undeniable asset to our Team.
Thank you Sue for your unwavering commitment to the Members.
Susan & George Huttman
828-368-2249
director-re@gwrra.org
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Larry & Penny Anthony
Director of Membership Enhancement
Couple of the Year Program Leadership Change
Our MEP Assistant Directors in charge of the Couple of the Year Program,
Ron and Bev Clark, have stepped aside to deal with personal matters.
They have done an awesome job with the COY Program, and they will be missed. Under their
leadership the ICOY selection process has been fine-tuned. They have updated the Program to
conform to the Association’s new structure, and they have used zoom calls to bring to our
Couples a remarkable closeness before they even arrive at Wing Ding. We wish them well, and
they have our heartfelt thanks for a job “well done!”

Mary and Dan Costello, also MEP Assistant Directors, are assuming the leadership of the
COY Program. They have been extremely active in GWRRA in the Northeast for a number of
years. At Wing Ding 40 they were the Region B Couple of the Year. They have also served as
Region B MEC’s, as well as New Jersey District COY Coordinators. Mary is a retired Principal,
and Dan is a mechanical engineer. They are both Level IV Grand Tour Riders and ITCP
Instructors.
We first encountered Mary and Dan at Wing Ding 37 in Huntsville, Alabama while waiting for
Opening Ceremonies to start. My first thought was, “Who in the world are those nuts in the
bee costumes?” My second thought was, “Gosh, I wish I had one of those cool bubble guns!”
Their enthusiasm for GWRRA is infectious, and they both have the energy level of a three-year
old. We know they will do a fantastic job of managing the COY Program!
To contact the Costellos regarding Couple of the Year matters, they can be reached at:
mepad.icoy.@gmail.com
(We do recommend that you contact your MEP Team Assistant first – see the previous issue
of Insight if you’re not sure which TA covers your District.)
Larry & Penny Anthony
205-492-9728
mepgwrra@gmail.com

Happy Holidays from Team GWRRA
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Clara & Fred Boldt
Director of the University

Communication:
Spreading the Word!
Here are a few ways to get your announcements for training events out to the Members.
GWRRA.org/events is the place to go. There is an event calendar with areas for Rallies,
Rides, Rider Education Events, Training Events, and Chapter Events. All you need to do, if
you are planning an event, is to contact your District Director and ask them to get your event
on the board. There is even a place to click where you can directly connect with and email
your District Director. Easy!
Another way is to send a flyer to Clara at toledotriker@gmail.com for placing on the
University’s Facebook page. You can use the U.10 flyer template or create your own using
current logos.
We asked our District University Coordinators to share the most effective way they use to
spread the word about training events. Here are their suggestions:
District and Chapter newsletters and websites
Chapter visitations by the Chapter Couples and/or Trainers with flyers
Mass emails and emails to local Chapters, attaching a flyer
Multiple reminders, not one and done
Using the Chapter and District Facebook pages
If your attendance is low, rethink how you are getting out the word.

Spotlight

Need an idea for classes this month?
We are going to use this space this month to reduce a bit of confusion on when and how
often to have training events.
Back at the beginning of the year, the concept of quarterly training events was introduced.
Continued on page 11
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“… District University Coordinator will work with the District Educator and the District Ride
Coordinator to plan at least quarterly Education events. The Ride Coordinator will create the
fun of the ride to the destination and the District Educator or University Coordinator will plan
the education program. The event should be fun and social with education the theme. The
District Director will support and the District MEP will provide some of the fun activities to be
included in the day/weekend event.”
This is still a strongly recommended practice, but there was another part of this statement
some have not followed.

“They will gather requests from Chapters of their training request and put joint events on with
Chapters, where possible, to enjoy the training as well as the social event.”
In other words, training does not have to be a mega-quarterly training extravaganza. Chapters
can request training for themselves. A couple of Chapters can join together and co-host a
training event. Training can be combined with pot-luck suppers or bike clinic days. You can
offer training at the Officer Conferences and midyear retreats, during range course instruction
if class space is available. Don’t limit yourself. Opportunities to train are available to those who
can think outside the box.

…that each University Instructor and University Trainer can complete and submit their own U.4
Instructor Recertification Form to certify.renew@gmail.com as soon as they complete two
classes.
…we have translated classes in French, Hebrew, Italian, and German so far?
…UTREP’s are an essential part of our training teams. Make sure they are contacted to present
training throughout the year.
…there will be no DUC conference calls in January due to the holidays. The Team is still
available to answer your questions.
Clara Boldt
319-240-4269
toledotriker@gmail.com
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The GWRRA University Team send our
Heartfelt wishes to you and your families
For a wonderful and safe Holiday Season.
Clara and Fred Boldt
Kathleen and Ken Heibel
Mike and Mary Coral
Bill and Kathie McGowan
Lorrie and Dan Clark
Harry and Amy Jenkins

